
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR AIR PLAY

The performance takes place in the Charlotte Martin Theatre. Seating is stadium style, similar to a movie 
theater. There are two aisles and a quiet room on the back right.

The show is approximately 60 minutes in duration and takes place without an intermission.
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SHOW CONTENT CONSIDERATIONS FOR AIR PLAY

The show is performed without dialogue.

For much of the show, fans are used to generate air. Patrons in rows closer to the stage may be able to feel 
some of the breeze from the fans.

There is a lot of audience interaction during Air Play. The performers routinely come into the area where the 
audience is sitting and walk among the chairs and between the rows. Selected audience members are invited 
to come onstage at times. If members of your group wish to avoid direct interaction with the performers rows 
J and higher are designated as “interaction free zones”.

Air Play is a visually stunning show. The visual elements aren’t intense with bright colors or flashing lights, 
but there is a lot of movement with various objects onstage.
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KEY TO SYMBOLS 
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SCENE
SENSORY

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 

2- The Feather

3- The 
Yellow Scarf

4- The Red 
Balloon

7- Looking 
for help

8- The Big 
Balloons

9- The Storm

10- After the 
storm

-The actors play fight over a feather 

-A red balloon is passed to the audience. An actor 
enters the audience to help the balloon move 
around the audience

-Several industrial blowers are used in this scene 
which are a little noisy. The blowers face the 
audience and air can be felt. 

- A very long chiffon yellow blows above some of 
the audience.

-Two audience members are selected to join the 
performers on stage where they help catch balloons

-The performers actually enter two large balloons

-The red balloon pops. It makes a soft noise

-The two performers pantomime conflict and 
hurt feelings

-A performer comes into the audience and climbs 
over people and chairs while blowing a balloon high 
into the air with a leaf blower. 

-The audience may feel air from the leaf blower. 

-The blower is a little noisy.

11-The Yellow 
Balloon

-This scene uses theatrical fog and red lights. 

-There are rain falling and thunder sound effects.

-The performers pop a yellow balloon. It makes a 
soft popping noise.




